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[1] We used ultrasonic pulse transmission to measure compressional, P, and shear, S,

wave speeds in laboratory-formed polycrystalline ice Ih, sI methane hydrate, and
sII methane-ethane hydrate. From the wave speed’s linear dependence on temperature
and pressure and from the sample’s calculated density, we derived expressions for bulk,
shear, and compressional wave moduli and Poisson’s ratio from 20 to 5C and 22.4 to
32.8 MPa for ice Ih, 20 to 15C and 30.5 to 97.7 MPa for sI methane hydrate, and 20
to 10C and 30.5 to 91.6 MPa for sII methane-ethane hydrate. All three materials had
comparable P and S wave speeds and decreasing shear wave speeds with increasing
applied pressure. Each material also showed evidence of rapid intergranular bonding, with
a corresponding increase in wave speed, in response to pauses in sample deformation.
There were also key differences. Resistance to uniaxial compaction, indicated by the
pressure required to compact initially porous samples, was significantly lower for ice Ih
than for either hydrate. The ice Ih shear modulus decreased with increasing pressure, in
contrast to the increase measured in both hydrates.
Citation: Helgerud, M. B., W. F. Waite, S. H. Kirby, and A. Nur (2009), Elastic wave speeds and moduli in polycrystalline ice Ih, sI
methane hydrate, and sII methane-ethane hydrate, J. Geophys. Res., 114, B02212, doi:10.1029/2008JB006132.

1. Introduction
[2] Clathrate hydrates of natural gases, commonly referred
to as gas hydrates, are nonstoichiometric crystalline solids
composed of ‘‘guest’’ molecules trapped in a hydrogenbonded water molecule framework [Sloan and Koh, 2007].
Natural gas hydrate deposits, containing primarily methane,
have been identified worldwide in the sediments of deep
inland seas, continental margins and permafrost [Kvenvolden
and Lorenson, 2001]. Its widespread distribution has spurred
interest in gas hydrate as a cause of seafloor instability [e.g.,
Kayen and Lee, 1991, 2002; McIver, 1982; Nixon and Grozic,
2007], a potential energy source [e.g., Collett, 2002; Holder
et al., 1984; Ruppel, 2007], and as a climate change agent
[e.g., Archer, 2007; Dickens et al., 1995].
[3] Characterizing natural gas hydrate concentrations and
distributions to assess gas hydrate’s role in these research
themes is a challenge. Gas hydrate deposits extend across
hundreds to thousands of square kilometers and can be
complexly distributed both vertically and horizontally in the
subsurface; therefore, characterizing their extent relies on
integrating well log measurements with remote sensing
information such as that obtained from seismic techniques
[e.g., Dallimore and Collett, 2005; Trehu et al., 2004].
Tying elastic measurements, such as sonic logs, seismic or
1
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seafloor compliance data, to in situ hydrate content requires
knowledge of the elastic properties of pure gas hydrate [e.g.,
Chand and Minshull, 2003; Chand et al., 2006; Helgerud et
al., 1999; Lee and Collett, 2001; Lee and Waite, 2008;
Willoughby et al., 2008].
[4] Here we provide a unified analysis of wave speed
measurements made at the U.S. Geological Survey facilities
in Menlo Park, California, on polycrystalline ice Ih,
sI methane hydrate and sII methane-ethane hydrate as
functions of temperature and pressure. Detailed description
of the ice Ih and sI- and sII-hydrate crystal structures is
given by Sloan and Koh [2007]. This work updates the
wave speed and elastic moduli results for ice Ih [Helgerud,
2001; Helgerud et al., 2003a]; updates the wave speed
results for sI methane hydrate [Helgerud, 2001; Helgerud et
al., 2003b; Waite et al., 2000] and sII methane-ethane
hydrate [Helgerud et al., 2003b]; and provides temperature
and pressure fit equations for the elastic moduli of sI and
sII hydrate.
[5] Our results for ice Ih, in addition to their intrinsic
value in permafrost and other cold region studies, provide a
check on our measurement technique. As an additional
check on our gas hydrate results, we compare our results
to Brillouin spectroscopy wave speed measurements by
Shimizu et al. [2002], Baumert et al. [2002] and Kiefte et
al. [1985], both above and below our pressure and temperature test conditions. These comparisons demonstrate the
utility of our pressure and temperature fits over a broad
range of test conditions.
[6] We also report our observations of rapid (<30 min)
intergranular annealing during sample fabrication and recovery. These annealing processes, and the resulting wave
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Figure 1. (a) Gas hydrate synthesis and compaction pressure vessel. Sample chamber diameter is
25.4 mm; compacted sample length is 30 mm. During an experiment, the chamber is suspended in a
temperature-controlled bath enclosed in a chest freezer. (b) Transducer assembly, housing a 1 MHz shear
crystal coupled to the piston endcap with Panametrics shear couplant.
speed increases, have important consequences for interpreting acoustic results obtained on recovered hydrate-bearing
core.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Apparatus
[7] The wave speed measurement pressure vessel consisted of a 25.4 mm diameter sample chamber (Figure 1a)
capped by pistons containing 1 MHz center frequency PZT
5A shear wave transducers (Figure 1b). A Panametrics
Model 5800 Spike Pulser-Receiver generated shear motion
in the upper transducer. The elastic wave traveled through
the sample, exciting the lower transducer. If necessary, the
signal was passed through a Hewlett Packard 465A amplifier before being displayed on a Tektronix TDS 340
oscilloscope and recorded on a computer.
[8] The upper ‘‘compaction’’ piston was a hydraulic ram,
controlled by a Quizix Q-700 metering pump, which
provided uniaxial compaction to remove porosity from
initially porous granular samples. The Quizix pump also
provided a variable load for determining the axial pressure
dependence of wave speed. Piston position, and hence the
sample length, were continuously monitored by a linear
motion potentiometer (LMP) at the top of the pressure vessel.
[9] Pore pressure was adjusted prior to compaction with a
gas line linked to the sample chamber through a porous

metal ring around the stationary lower piston. The ring was
designed to minimize sample extrusion during compaction.
To adjust and maintain the sample temperature, the pressure
vessel was suspended in a temperature-controlled liquid
bath and enclosed in a chest freezer.
2.2. Wave Speed Measurement Technique
[10] Our pulse transmission method of measuring wave
speed required simultaneous measurements of the sample
length and travel time of an acoustic signal through the
sample. Both P and S wave speed, Vp,s, were calculated
from
Vp;s ¼

l
t

t0

¼

l
tp;s

ð1Þ

where l is the sample length, t is the travel time of an
acoustic waveform feature with a sample in place, t0 is the
travel time of that same feature when the piston tips were in
contact (‘‘head to head’’ configuration), and tp,s is the true P
or S wave travel time in the sample alone.
[11] The sample length, l, was given by the difference in
position of the hydraulic piston top (Figure 1) with and
without a sample in place. Piston position changes were
continually monitored by a linear motion potentiometer
(LMP), and checked against periodic measurements of
the absolute piston position made with a precision depth
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micrometer. We measured the piston position and acoustic
travel time in the head-to-head configuration over the
pressure and temperature ranges utilized in the experiments
to account for length and travel time changes caused by
pressure and temperature effects on the vessel and piston
assembly.
[12] Low electronic noise levels in the system allowed us
to measure both compressional, Vp, and shear, Vs, wave
speeds by identifying waveform features from both the
precursor P and the S wave generated by the shear wave
crystal [Helgerud, 2001; Helgerud et al., 2003b]. Tests on
an aluminum sample showed the absolute errors due to
unidentified systematic errors were less than 1.5% for both
Vp and Vs. A detailed description of the waveform feature
identification techniques is given by Helgerud [2001].
[13] From our simultaneous measurement of compressional and shear waveform travel times, we derived Poisson’s
ratio, n:
ts
1 tp
v¼
2 ts
tp

2

2

Vp
1 Vs
¼
2 Vp
1
Vs
2

2

2

2
;

ð2Þ

1

where tp and ts are the P and S waveform travel times,
respectively, through the sample.
[14] We applied standard isotropic elasticity relations
[Mavko et al., 1998] to determine the dynamic compressional wave (M), bulk (K) and shear (G) moduli of the
samples:
4
M ¼ rVp2 ¼ K þ G;
3

ð3Þ

4 2
V ;
3 s

ð4Þ

K ¼ r Vp2

G ¼ rVs2 :

ð5Þ

We conservatively estimated the uncertainty in our density
estimate to be 3% (see below). Combining this with our
1.5% uncertainty estimate for the wave speeds, standard
error propagation techniques [Taylor, 1997] yield an
uncertainty of 3% for n, 4% for M and G, and 6% for K.
[15] The gas hydrate sample density, r, in equations (3) –
(5) was difficult to measure following an experiment
because the sample volume measurement was degraded
by cracking and flaking of the hydrate during depressurization and preservation in liquid nitrogen. To obtain a density
estimate and provide a means of assessing the porosity
remaining in the sample following compaction, we calculated the theoretical, zero-porosity densities from the mass
and volume of the unit cell for the material in question at the
measurement temperature and applied piston pressure (see
Appendix A and the results in Table A1).
[16] Following the compaction phase of an experiment,
we estimated the sample density from the initial sample
mass and from the sample volume, which was given by the
known diameter of the sample chamber and the sample
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length, l, measured as discussed above by the position of the
compaction piston. These density estimates were in agreement with the zero-porosity density estimates, given in
Table A1, suggesting the compaction method was successful [Helgerud, 2001]. For ice Ih, full compaction was
verified by the optical clarity of the sample following the
experiment (image given by Helgerud [2001, Figure 5.8]).
In contrast, sI and sII hydrate samples retrieved by cooling
the chamber with liquid nitrogen during depressurization
were cracked, tended to fracture into disks, and could not be
used to constrain the sample density estimates.
2.3. Sample Fabrication
[17] Triply distilled water, frozen to form gas-free ice
crystals, then ground and sieved to obtain a 180– 250 mm
grain size range, provided the seed ice base for all samples
described here. For each experiment, approximately 14 g of
seed ice were loaded into the sample chamber, which was
surrounded by a 0.1 mm thick Teflon liner. The pressure
vessel assembly and sample loading were carried out in
a chest freezer prior to suspending the vessel in the
temperature-controlled liquid bath. The pore space was then
evacuated via the gas line. Subsequent steps depended on
the sample type, as described below.
2.3.1. Ice Ih
[18] Following evacuation of the pore space, the bath
temperature was raised to 5C in preparation for uniaxial
compaction of the sample with the hydraulic piston. Preliminary testing demonstrated that a 43 MPa compaction
pressure was sufficient to remove the sample porosity, and
additional applied pressure extruded significant quantities of
ice from between the pistons. For the two samples reported
here, compaction shortened the samples from their initial
lengths of 50.4 and 49.8 mm to 29.3 and 29.1 mm,
respectively. Final sample length depended much more on
initial sample mass (14.0 versus 13.9 g) than on compaction
rate (6 –8 mm s 1 versus 1.3 mm s 1).
[19] The applied load was reduced following compaction,
to 33 MPa for the first sample, and 31.4 MPa for the second.
To determine the temperature dependence of elastic properties in ice Ih, both samples were taken through two
temperature cycles, with wave speeds measured from 20
to 5C in 5C steps. To determine the pressure dependence of the elastic properties, the applied pressure was
cycled at each temperature: between 22.5 and 33 MPa in the
first sample, and between 20.9 and 31.4 MPa in 1.05 MPa
steps in the second sample. Pressure and temperature
cycling took 8 – 9 days, during which time the samples
shortened an additional 0.2 mm as a result of ice extrusion
from between the pistons.
2.3.2. The sI Methane Hydrate
[20] The two sI methane hydrate samples described here
were synthesized directly in the wave speed measurement
chamber using the methodology of Stern et al. [1998,
1996]. Following evacuation of the seed ice pore space,
samples were connected via the gas line to a gas reservoir
suspended in a temperature controlled bath with the sample
vessel and pressurized with methane to 25 MPa. The bath
temperature was then raised from 20 to +17C over 8.5 h for
the first sample and 11 h for the second. During this warming,
gas pressure in the closed sample plus gas reservoir system
rose to a peak of 33 MPa.
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[21] As seed ice warmed in the presence of high-pressure
methane, ice began converting to methane hydrate. In this
synthesis method, as seed ice cores melt, the melt extrudes
from the hydrate encasements, forming additional hydrate
along grain boundaries and junctions in the initial seed ice
pack [Stern et al., 2004]. This highly reproducible formation technique produces porous methane hydrate samples
with a bulk composition of CH4 nH2O, where n = 5.89 ±
0.01 [Stern et al., 2000]. This is equivalent to 97.6% cage
occupancy (c = 0.976).
[22] Following hydrate synthesis, the system was cooled
to 20C, and pore pressure was reduced to 2 MPa to
maintain sample stability while minimizing resistance to
compaction. Computer controlled compaction began by
advancing the compaction piston at an average rate of
1.2 mm s 1, slightly lower than the 1.3 mm s 1 rate used
for ice Ih. Unlike in ice Ih, initial compaction of sI (and sII)
gas hydrate did not proceed continuously, and complete
compaction required a peak axial pressure of 105 MPa,
nearly 2.5 times that required for ice Ih. During the initial
stages of hydrate compaction, pressure built up and was
then released, causing the piston to move downward in a
step-like fashion. These advances were often accompanied
by an audible ‘pop’ emanating from the apparatus, presumably from breaking intergranular bonds. No equivalent
behavior was observed in the ice samples. When the applied
axial pressure reached 105 MPa, the Quizix pump was
switched to constant pressure mode to maintain the 105 MPa
pressure for 9 h at 20C, then 15 h at 5C, then 5 h at
15C. The compaction process ended when the sample
length stabilized at 15C. To ensure methane hydrate stability
near the gas line port during the compaction process, the gas
line pressure was raised to 16 MPa prior to raising the
temperature to 5C. The temperature increase to 15C
further increased the gas pressure in the line to 22 MPa.
[23] To examine wave speed variations with temperature,
temperature was cycled twice between 15 and 15C, with
measurements every 5C. To ensure equivalent pressure
conditions, the gas line pressure was adjusted to 25 MPa,
and the piston pressure to 62 MPa at each temperature step.
Once the wave speed was determined at a given temperature
step, the piston pressure was cycled between 30.5 and
97.7 MPa to measure the wave speed dependence on axial
pressure.
[24] After completing the temperature and pressure cycling, the applied axial pressure was lowered in 3.4 MPa
steps, with approximately 1 h spent at each pressure. Gas
line pressure was maintained at 25 MPa. Wave speed measurements ceased when the gas pressure broke the sample/
acoustic endcap contact.
2.3.3. The sII Methane-Ethane Hydrate
[25] Subramanian et al. [2000] reported direct evidence
that methane and ethane gas, both sI hydrate formers,
formed sII hydrate for mixtures containing 75 – 99%
methane. We formed sII methane-ethane hydrate from a
source gas of 90.2% methane and 9.8% ethane, using the
same pressures and temperatures described above for sI
methane hydrate. Thermodynamic modeling showed ethane
would not condense out of the source gas mixture over the
pressure and temperature ranges utilized during the experiment (S. Subramanian, personal communication, 2000). A
sample made from deuterated ice with this source gas was
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determined to be sII hydrate using neutron powder diffraction [Rawn et al., 2002].
[26] To estimate cage occupancy, a portion of the sample
was dissociated into a known volume using the apparatus
described by Kvenvolden et al. [1984], and the evolved gas
was analyzed with a gas chromatograph. The cage occupancy was determined to be 94%, with a gas composition of
79.25% methane, 20.75% ethane.
[27] Sample compaction was accomplished as described
for sI methane hydrate, though with longer hold times at
peak compaction pressure. Initial compaction was performed at 20C with gas pressures ranging from 2 to
2.5 MPa. As with sI gas hydrate, we observed a stepwise
compaction with audible ‘‘pops’’ over the first several
millimeters of compaction. The maximum allowed piston
pressure of 105 MPa was held for 2 days at 20C. At 5C,
with 18 MPa gas pressure, the 105 MPa load was held for
4 days, with an additional 24 h at 15C and 20 MPa gas
pressure.
[28] We examined temperature variations of wave speed
with measurements made every 5C in two temperature
cycles between 20 and 10C. As with sI methane hydrate,
we used an applied piston pressure of 61 MPa. Unlike the sI
experiment, however, gas line pressure was allowed to vary
freely with temperature, ranging from 14.75 to 19.95 MPa.
No net change in pressure was observed from one temperature cycle to the next. Once the wave speed was determined at a given temperature step, piston pressure was
cycled between 30.5 and 91.6 MPa to measure the wave
speed dependence on pressure.
[29] To examine the wave speed response to applied
pressures smaller than the gas pressure, the sample was
allowed to equilibrate to a low-stress state relative to the
conditions during pressure cycling. For 25 h, the sample
was held at 20C and 6.3 MPa applied load, and 2.6 MPa
gas pressure. Piston pressure was then further reduced to
3.05 MPa at 0.03 MPa h 1, held for 23 h, then reduced by
0.03 MPa h 1 to 0.8 MPa. After 8.5 h, piston pressure was
reduced at 0.03 MPa h 1 to 0 MPa and held for 10 h prior to
sample tear down. Internal friction within the apparatus kept
the piston from being pushed off the sample. The wave
speed response in both sI and sII hydrate was similar, but
slowly reducing the applied pressure in the sII experiment
allowed the piston to remain in contact with the sample for
the entire decompression.

3. Results and Discussion
[30] Our experimental program yielded two types of
results: (1) From temperature and pressure cycles we obtain
linear wave speed dependencies with which to calculate
Poisson’s ratio as well as bulk, compressional and shear
moduli for ice Ih, sI methane hydrate, and sII methaneethane hydrate. (2) During initial compaction and final
unloading for both hydrate types, we observed wave speed
increases resulting from rapid annealing of grains and crack
healing.
3.1. Temperature and Pressure Cycling Results
[31] Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the linear dependence of
wave speed on temperature and pressure for ice Ih, sI methane
hydrate and sII methane-ethane hydrate. Two temperature
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Figure 2. (a) Compressional and (b) shear wave speed
dependence on temperature for ice Ih, sI methane hydrate,
and sII methane-ethane hydrate. Piston pressure is given in
parentheses. Two temperature cycles are plotted for each
material, demonstrating the consistent, elastic nature of the
system. Increased scatter in the compressional wave speed
results is due to using the precursor P wave from the shear
crystal, which is smaller and less clearly defined than the
shear wave. For clarity, therefore, only every 10th point is
shown for methane hydrate, and every 20th point is shown
for methane-ethane hydrate in Figure 2a.
cycles are shown for each material in Figure 2. Consistency
between cycles indicates a consistent and elastic response
for all three materials to the temperature cycling. The
decreasing shear wave speed with increasing pressure
shown in Figure 3b is unusual but has been observed in
amorphous glasses [Xu, 1996] and has been seen previously
in ice Ih [Gagnon et al., 1988; Shaw, 1986].
3.1.1. Ice Ih
[32] To test our measurement technique and to provide a
context for assessing our gas hydrate measurements, we
compared our pressure and temperature dependence of
wave speeds in ice Ih to published results. Results from
2-D planar regressions to the wave speeds (Table 1) are
within the published range of wave speeds for polycrystalline ice Ih and aggregate averages from single-crystal
measurements [Gagnon et al., 1988; Gammon et al.,
1983; Gold, 1958; Northwood, 1947; Shaw, 1986; Smith
and Kishoni, 1986]. The previously published work is
compiled by Helgerud [2001].
3.1.2. The sI Methane Hydrate
[33] Over our measurement range of 20 to 15C and
30.5 – 97.7 MPa applied pressure, compressional and shear
wave speeds are linearly dependent on temperature and
applied pressure (Figures 2 and 3). Fits to the wave speed
data and calculated fits for Poisson’s ratio, compressional,
shear and bulk moduli are given in Table 2. As with ice Ih
and sII methane-ethane hydrate, shear wave speed decreases
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with increasing pressure. The pressure dependence of density is sufficiently different between ice Ih and hydrate,
however, to produce a decrease in calculated shear modulus
(equation (5)) with increasing pressure for ice Ih, compared
to an increase for both hydrate structures.
[34] The few published wave speed estimates in methane
hydrate are measured using Brillouin scattering [Baumert et
al., 2003; Kiefte et al., 1985; Shimizu et al., 2002; Whiffen
et al., 1982]. These single-crystal measurements produce
wave speed information along each crystal axis. Obtaining
average values appropriate for randomly oriented collections of hydrate crystals requires combining results from the
different crystal axes. This averaging is not consistent from
study to study however, and some studies do not discuss the
averaging process.
[35] Kiefte et al. [1985], analyzing data first published by
Whiffen et al. [1982], report a compressional wave speed of
3370 m s 1 for methane hydrate at 10C and 5 MPa.
From Table 2, our prediction for their experimental condition is 3786 m s 1, more than 10% higher than the Kiefte et
al. [1985] result. This discrepancy is likely due to the
quality of the methane hydrate sample used in the Brillouin
scattering experiments, however. Kiefte et al. [1985] and
Whiffen et al. [1982] reported methane hydrate to be ‘‘the
most difficult hydrate to produce.’’ They were only able to
obtain two Brillouin scattering spectra, and the sample was
‘‘cloudy and of poor quality.’’
[36] The considerable technical difficulties faced by
Whiffen et al. [1982] were surmounted by Shimizu et al.
[2002] and Baumert et al. [2003]. We use the approach of Zha
et al. [2000] to convert the axis-dependent moduli results

Figure 3. (a) Compressional and (b) shear wave speed
dependence on piston pressure at 10C in ice Ih, sI methane
hydrate, and sII methane-ethane hydrate. Decreasing shear
wave speed with increasing pressure, though unusual, has
previously been observed in ice Ih [Gagnon et al., 1988;
Shaw, 1986] and amorphous glasses [Xu, 1996]. For clarity,
only every second point is shown for ice Ih, and every fifth
point is shown for methane-ethane hydrate.
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Table 1. Regressions of Vp and Vs, n, and M, G, and K Versus Temperature and Piston Pressure for Compacted, Polycrystalline Ice Iha
F(T,P) = aT + bP + c*
ab
1

Vp (m s )
Vs (m s 1)
n
M (GPa)
G (GPa)
K (GPa)

2.67 ± 0.05
1.244 ± 0.005
(2.0 ± 0.6) 10 5
(2.15 ± 0.04) 10 2
(5.03 ± 0.02) 10 3
(1.48 ± 0.04) 10 2

bb

cb

Uncertaintyc

0.2 ± 0.08
0.198 ± 0.007
(6.8 ± 0.9) 10 5
(4.02 ± 0.03) 10 3
(3.0 ± 0.2) 10 4
(3.4 ± 0.5) 10 3

3864 ± 2
1942.4 ± 0.2
0.3310 ± 0.0002
13.69 ± 0.02
3.459 ± 0.0007
9.07 ± 0.02

±1.5
±1.5
±3
±4
±4
±6

a
Vp, compressional wave speeds; Vs, shear wave speeds; n, Poisson’s ratio; M, dynamic compressional wave; G, shear moduli; and K, bulk moduli;
temperature of 20 to 5C; and piston pressure of 22.4 to 32.8 MPa. Calculated density range was 0.920 to 0.923 g cm 3.
b
Units for a are the units of the property being fit divided by C. Units for b are those of the property being fit divided by MPa. Units for c are those of
the property being fit.
c
Uncertainty is given as a percentage of the property being fit.

from Shimizu et al. [2002] and Baumert et al. [2003] (H.
Shimizu, personal communication, 2006) to wave speeds. We
compare their results with our predictions, which we extrapolate to their measurement conditions of 23C and 18 to
580 MPa (Figure 4).
[37] Close agreement for compressional wave speeds,
within 1% for low-pressure results from two very different
hydrate formation and wave speed measurement techniques,
is an encouraging validation of both methodologies. The 1 –
4% discrepancy in the low-pressure shear wave speed data
is due in part to using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average for
obtaining bulk shear moduli from single-crystal results [Zha
et al., 2000]. Other averaging schemes from which shear
wave speeds are calculated provide slightly different results.
[38] Despite very different sample fabrication and measurement techniques, our extrapolated results for bulk,
polycrystalline sI methane hydrate are within 4.5%, and
generally within 2%, of the single-crystal measurement
results. This agreement indicates the utility of our fit
parameters above our measured temperature and pressure
ranges. Extrapolations below our measured pressure range
are discussed in section 3.1.3.
3.1.3. The sII Methane-Ethane Hydrate
[39] As with ice and sI methane hydrate, wave speeds in
sII methane-ethane hydrate are highly repeatable, and linear
with temperature (Figure 2) and applied pressure (Figure 3).
Fits to the wave speed data and the calculated fits for
Poisson’s ratio, compressional, shear and bulk moduli are
given in Table 3.
[ 40 ] Published wave speed results are rare for sII
hydrates, found naturally in systems formed from thermogenic gas containing ethane, propane and higher hydro-

carbons. Such systems are abundant in the Gulf of Mexico
[Sassen et al., 2000], observed in Barkley Canyon, offshore
Vancouver [Lu et al., 2007], and have been inferred in other
locations around the world [Milkov, 2005].
[41] Kiefte et al. [1985] used Brillouin spectroscopy to
measure P wave speeds in several sII hydrates. At 0C and
0.4 MPa, Kiefte et al. [1985] report a P wave speed through
propane hydrate of 3691 m s 1. From Table 3, our P wave
speed prediction for methane-ethane hydrate for those
conditions is 3821 m s 1, 3.4% above the Kiefte et al.
[1985] results. The difference can be explained using a key
result from the Kiefte et al. [1985] work in which they note
a nearly linear dependence of wave speed on the square root
of the molecular weight of the cage occupant. From three
different hydrates measured by Kiefte et al. [1985] at 0C,
the dependence of Vp on guest molecular weight, mguest, can
be written as
Vp ¼ 4019

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
46:59 mguest ;

ð6Þ

where Vp is in units of m s 1 and mguest is in units of
g mol 1. Given our sample composition of 79.25% methane,
20.75% ethane, the average guest mass is 18.9 g mol 1.
From equation (6), the predicted Vp is 3817 m s 1, in
excellent agreement with Table 3 based prediction of
3821 m s 1 at 0C and 0.4 MPa.
[42] Agreement with the low-pressure work of Kiefte et
al. [1985] for sII hydrate suggests that the planar fits
provided in Tables 1 –3 are valid below our measurement
ranges. As a check on the validity of extrapolating our linear
fits beyond the stated measurement ranges, we continued
measuring S wave speeds during sample decompression

Table 2. Regressions of Vp and Vs, n, and M, G, and K Versus Temperature and Piston Pressure for Compacted, sI Methane Hydratea
F(T,P) = aT + bP + c*
1

Vp (m s )
Vs (m s 1)
n
M (GPa)
G (GPa)
K (GPa)

ab

bb

cb

Uncertaintyc

1.84 ± 0.03
0.892 ± 0.005
(9 ± 4) 10 5
(1.64 ± 0.02) 10
(4.2 ± 0.02) 10
(1.09 ± 0.02) 10

0.31 ± 0.02
0.100 ± 0.003
(6.6 ± 0.3) 10 5
(4.02 ± 0.03) 10 3
(9 ± 1) 10 5
(3.8 ± 0.2) 10 3

3766 ± 2
1957.0 ± 0.2
0.3151 ± 0.0002
13.11 ± 0.01
3.541 ± 0.0008
8.39 ± 0.01

±1.5
±1.5
±3
±4
±4
±6

2
3
2

a

Same as Table 1 except piston pressure of 30.5 to 97.7 MPa. Calculated density range was 0.924 to 0.933 g cm 3.
Units for a are the units of the property being fit divided by C. Units for b are those of the property being fit divided by MPa. Units for c are those of
the property being fit.
c
Uncertainty is given as a percentage of the property being fit.
b

*Table heading is corrected here. The article as originally published is online.
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Figure 4. (a) Compressional and (b) shear wave speed
dependence on pressure in sI methane hydrate. Solid circles
are extrapolations from our linear fits to the pressures used
in the single-crystal Brillouin scattering experiments of
Shimizu et al. [2002] (open circles) and Baumert et al.
[2003] (crosses). Our predictions are extrapolated to their
measurement temperature of 23C. Despite very different
sample fabrication and measurement techniques, our
extrapolated results for bulk, polycrystalline sI methane
hydrate differ from the single-crystal results at most by
4.5% and generally by less than 2%.
prior to sample tear down. At 20C and 3.05 MPa, just
prior to the onset of sample cracking (discussed in section
3.2), the measured S wave speed of 2020.5 m s 1 is in
excellent agreement with the Table 3 fit prediction of
2018.8 m s 1. P waves, being much smaller in amplitude
than the S waves, are not observable at such low applied
pressures, but the agreement discussed above with Vp
predictions from Kiefte et al. [1985] suggests our P wave
fits are also valid to low pressures.
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3.2. Inelastic Hydrate Response to Applied Pressure
Changes
[43] During experimental periods when the hydrate sample is not fully compacted, such as during the compaction
process, or during final decompression when the sample
begins to crack, we see evidence of intergranular bonding
affecting our macroscopic wave speed results. These changes
are observable in ice Ih, sI methane hydrate [Helgerud, 2001]
and sII methane-ethane hydrate over timescales as short as
30 min. These annealing processes have implications for
mechanical measurements made on disturbed material, such
as recovered hydrate-bearing core.
3.2.1. Annealing During Compaction
[44] In our early experiments utilizing a manual hydraulic
pump to compact sI methane hydrate samples, active maintenance of the pump pressure was paused overnight. Because
the piston was free to move, the sample continued to compact
slightly, and the applied pressure from the manual pump
relaxed during this pause. As shown in Figure 5, the wave
speed increase during the pause in active pressure maintenance was more rapid than the increase observed while the
piston pressure was being actively maintained at the 105 MPa
compaction pressure. Once the piston pressure was manually
restored and held at 105 MPa, the wave speed initially fell,
then began increasing again along the active compaction
trend line established prior to the overnight pause in active
compaction.
[45] We attribute this behavior to annealing at grain contacts. Our initially porous, granular samples were compacted
to remove pore space between grains. During the pause in
active compaction, intergranular contacts annealed, cementing grains. This cementing process stiffened the sample,
increasing the wave speed above and beyond the increase
expected from porosity reduction. When active compaction
resumed, these grain-to-grain contacts were broken, returning the sample to a collection of uncemented grains in
contact. After the intergranular bonds were broken, the
wave speed increase again followed the trend due to
porosity reduction during compaction. We observed this
effect in ice Ih as well as in both hydrate structures, though
the process occurred more quickly in ice Ih than in gas
hydrate. This is consistent with the higher mobility of water
in the ice Ih crystal lattice compared to sI or sII gas hydrate
[Sloan and Koh, 2007, Table 2.8].

Table 3. Regressions of Vp and Vs, n, and M, G, and K Versus Temperature and Piston Pressure for Compacted, Polycrystalline sII
Methane-Ethane Hydratea
F(T,P) = aT + bP + c*
ab
1

Vp (m s )
Vs (m s 1)
n
M (GPa)
G (GPa)
K (GPa)

1.825 ± 0.008
0.894 ± 0.002
(1.4 ± 0.1) 10 5
(1.564 ± 0.005) 10
(4.021 ± 0.007) 10
(1.028 ± 0.005) 10

bb

2
3
2

(3.10 ± 0.05)
(0.87 ± 0.01)
(6.29 ± 0.07)
(4.02 ± 0.03)
(1.66 ± 0.04)
(3.80 ± 0.03)

a

1

10
10 1
10 5
10 3
10 4
10 3

cb

Uncertaintyc

3821.8 ± 0.3
2001.14 ± 0.08
0.31119 ± 0.00004
13.407 ± 0.002
3.6764 ± 0.0003
8.505 ± 0.002

1.5
1.5
3
4
4
6

Same as Table 1 except temperature of 20 to 10C and piston pressure of 30.5 to 91.6 MPa. Sample density calculated theoretically as a function of
temperature and pressure with 94% cage occupancy, 79.25% methane, 20.75% ethane. Calculated density range was 0.917 to 0.931 g cm 3.
b
Units for a are the units of the property being fit divided by C. Units for b are those of the property being fit divided by MPa. Units for c are those of
the property being fit.
c
Uncertainty is given as a percentage of the property being fit.
*Table heading is corrected here. The article as originally published is online.
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Figure 5. Compressional wave speed, Vp, during compaction of sI methane hydrate. Vp increases as porosity is
reduced, and the sample shortens during active compaction
(open circles). An additional Vp increase occurs during a
break in compaction as mobile molecules cement hydrate
grains together (solid circles). This effect is observable within
30 min, the time separation between data points (inset shows
Vp dependence on time). Renewing active compaction breaks
the intergranular bonds, returning Vp to the preexisting,
porosity-controlled trend.
3.2.2. Annealing During Decompression
[46] Prior to completing a wave speed experiment, the
applied piston pressure was reduced to zero. Both hydrate
types responded elastically, with the wave speed closely
following predictions made using the fits in Tables 2 and 3
until the applied load dropped below the gas pressure used
to stabilize the hydrate (Figure 6). Once the gas pressure
exceeded the piston pressure, gas invaded and expanded
cracks that formed during decompression. On the basis of
step increases in the measured sample length during decompression, the maximum crack aperture was no wider
than 0.5 mm, with most cracks being narrower. Crack
formation abruptly reduced the measured wave speed,
which was then observed to recover to within 99.9% of
its precrack value within approximately 30 min (Figure 6).
[47] Because the decompression shown in Figure 6 was
accomplished at 15C, the observed crack healing was not
due to the formation of ice. We instead attribute the wave
speed recovery to gas hydrate annealing, which partly
restored the cemented grain-to-grain contacts that existed
prior to cracking. As shown in Figure 6, each successive
piston pressure reduction allowed more and perhaps larger
cracks to form, further reducing the measured wave speed,
but crack healing became noticeable when piston pressure
was held constant after each pressure reduction. We observed this effect in both hydrate structures with the same
time dependence, but because the ice Ih experiment was
done under vacuum rather than with excess gas pressure,
cracks did not open up in ice Ih during decompression and
there was no opportunity to observe crack healing.
[48] Evidence of hydrate annealing on the time and length
scales discussed here can also be seen in SEM micrographs
taken at different stages of hydrate formation from ice, the
formation technique used in our study. Stern et al. [2004]
showed how hydrate initially dotted with mesopores on the
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order of tenths of a micron across transforms to fully dense
hydrate in less than 70 min (L. A. Stern, personal communication, 2005).
3.2.3. Field Implications of Annealing
[49] The crack-healing behavior of gas hydrate can also
be observed in hydrate-bearing core samples recovered in
the field. When hydrate-bearing core is recovered using
conventional coring techniques, the core depressurizes as it
transits up to the recovery system. When stored in pressure
vessels for further study, these cores are often repressurized
with methane gas. The same depressurization/repressurization
cycle occurs over a shorter time span when pressure cores,
maintained at their in situ hydrostatic pressure, are transferred to a laboratory instrument or storage chamber at
atmospheric pressure. In both cases, however, not only is
methane introduced as a free gas during repressurization,
but methane can also come out of solution as pore water in
the core depressurizes. These repressurized samples can
undergo hydrate recrystallization, causing the wave speed
to recover, or even exceed its predisturbance value [Waite et
al., 2008].
[50] The extent of wave speed recovery depends strongly
on the extent of hydrate dissociation during recovery,
however, and should not be relied upon as a process capable
of producing in situ wave speeds in recovered core [Waite et
al., 2008]. For mechanical property measurements, this
underscores the need for pressurized core recovery, and
physical property measurements made without depressurizing the core, using systems such as described by Yun et al.
[2006].

4. Conclusions
[51] On the basis of simultaneous P and S wave speed
measurements and calculations of sample density for ice Ih,
sI methane hydrate and sII methane-ethane hydrate, we
derive pressure and temperature dependencies of a suite of
elastic properties for all three materials. We observe several
similarities between ice Ih and gas hydrate: (1) Wave speeds

Figure 6. Shear wave speed, Vs, during final piston
decompression in sI methane hydrate at 15C. While piston
pressure (Ppiston, thick dotted line) exceeds the gas pressure
(Pgas, thick solid line), Vs (open circles) increases as in
Figure 3. When Ppiston drops below Pgas, gas invades and
opens cracks, causing Vs to drop. Molecular migration
forms hydrate bridges across newly opened cracks, restoring
Vs to 99.9% of its precrack value within 30 –35 min.
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differ by less than 3% between materials, and (2) shear
wave speed decreases with increasing axial pressure.
[52] Despite these similarities, significant property differences between ice and hydrate exist, indicating that ice Ih
cannot always be considered a direct analog for gas hydrate:
(1) Relative to ice Ih, sI and sII hydrate have a dramatically
larger resistance to uniaxial compaction, and (2) the shear
modulus of ice Ih decreases with increasing axial pressure,
whereas the shear modulus in sI and sII gas hydrate
increases with increasing axial pressure.
[53] There are also wave speed differences between the
two hydrate structures that are well above our sample-tosample wave speed variability. Even for a given hydrate
structure, Kiefte et al. [1985] show that wave speed varies as
a function of the guest molecule type. The proposed square
root dependency of wave speed on guest molecule mass
suggested by Kiefte et al. [1985] is a promising theoretical
approach, but precise quantification of physical properties
will likely require direct testing of each specific gas hydrate.
[54] The ability of these crystalline materials to anneal,
healing cracks over a tenth of a mm length scale and 30 min
time scale has implications for studying macroscopic physical properties of hydrate bearing sediment. Recovered
hydrate-bearing core will likely be affected measurably by
annealing, crack healing, and the resulting partial restoration
of the in situ sample stiffness. Because the extent of this
restoration relative to the extent of sample disruption during
recovery is not known, this crack healing phenomena
cannot be assumed to fully return the acoustic properties
of extracted cores to their in situ values.

Appendix A
[55] Sample density is required to calculate the elastic
moduli given in equations (3) – (5). We calculate densities
from the mass and volume of the unit cell for the material in
question at the measurement temperature and applied piston
pressure.

A1. Unit Cell Mass

[56] Unit cell masses, mcell, are calculated by summing
the atomic masses of the individual components, mi, in each
crystallographic unit cell. In general,
mcell ¼ nH2 O mH2 O þ ncage ccage

X
i

fi mi

ðA1Þ

where nH2O is the number of water molecules, each with
10 26 kg; ncage is the number of
mass mH2O = 2.9915
cages available for hydrate-forming molecules; ccage is the
fraction of occupied cages, taken to be 0.94 ± 0.04 for both
hydrate structures based on dissociation tests during this
study; and fi is the fraction of cage occupants of mass mi. In
our methane-ethane hydrate, we estimate fCH4 = 0.8 and
fC2H6 = 0.2 from chromatography tests of dissociated
material.
[57] In ice Ih, for which nH2O = 4 and ncage = 0 [Sloan
and Koh, 2007], the unit cell mass is mice Ih = 1.5966
10 25 kg. In sI methane hydrate, for which nH2O = 46, ncage =
8 [Sloan and Koh, 2007], fCH4 = 1, and mCH4 = 2.6649
10 26 kg, the unit cell mass is mCH4Hydrate = 1.5765
10 24 kg. For sII methane/ethane hydrate, for which nH2O =
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136, ncage = 24 [Sloan and Koh, 2007], fCH4 = 0.8, mCH4 =
2.6649
10 26 kg, fC2H6 = 0.2, and mC2H6 = 4.9950
26
10
kg, the unit cell mass is mCH4-C2H6Hydrate = 4.7748
10 24 kg.

A2. Unit Cell Volume

[58] We assume the unit cell volume, V(T,P), is a function
of temperature, T, and applied pressure, P. Any dependence
on cage occupant is neglected. In response to pressure or
temperature changes, the fractional unit cell volume change
is given by
dV
1
¼
V
V

@V
@T

P

dT þ

1
V

@V
@P

T

dP ¼ adT þ kT dP;

ðA2Þ

where a is the thermal expansivity and kT is the isothermal
compressibility.
[59] In general, a and kT depend on both temperature and
pressure. However, we assume here that both are constants.
Integrating (A2) from initial conditions V0 at T0 and P0 to
final conditions V at T and P and rearranging terms, we get
an approximate equation of state for an isotropic solid with
constant thermal expansivity and isothermal compressibility,
V

V0 eaðT

T0 Þ

e

kT ðP P0 Þ

:

ðA3Þ

Published unit cell volumes of ice Ih, sI methane hydrate and
sII THF hydrate are available over a range of temperatures at
1 atm pressure. We can therefore estimate the unit cell
volumes of ice Ih, sI and sII gas hydrate over a range of
temperatures and pressures if we can estimate their respective
isothermal compressibilities using the relationship
V ¼ V ðT ; P0 Þe

kT ðP P0 Þ

;

ðA4Þ

where V(T, P0) comes from the published unit cell volume
measurements at P0 = 1 atm = 0.1 MPa.
[60] For ice Ih, the unit cell volume and its variation with
temperature from 10 to 265 K at constant pressure of 1atm,
are taken from measurements by Röttger et al. [1994] with
corrections to the fitting coefficients supplied by W. F. Kuhs
(personal communication, 1999) [Helgerud, 2001]. For sI
methane hydrate, which has a cubic structure, V0 is taken as
the cube of the lattice parameter aI, measured as a function
of temperature from 80 to 210 K at 1 atm by Shpakov et al.
[1998]. For sII methane-ethane hydrate, the lattice parameter aII, is taken from measurements by Tse [1987] on sII
THF hydrate from 20 to 250 K at 1 atm.
[61] We estimate the isothermal compressibility, kT, for
ice Ih as 0.115 GPa 1, consistent with available published
data [Gow and Williamson, 1972; Richards and Speyers,
1914] for the temperature range used in our experiments.
For sI methane and sII methane-ethane hydrate, kT is
estimated from kT in ice Ih and thermodynamic first
principles, as first proposed by Whalley [1980] and described in detail by Helgerud [2001, Chapter 2]. Using this
method, the ratios between the isothermal compressibility of
ice and sI and sII gas hydrates are calculated to be 0.906 and
0.874, respectively [Helgerud, 2001]. Therefore, the estimate for the isothermal compressibility of sI methane
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Table A1. Regressions of Density Versus Temperature for Solid Ice Ih, sI Methane Hydrate, and sII Methane-Ethane Hydratea
r(T,P) = aT + bP + c*
ab

Material
Ice Ih
sI methane hydrate
sII methane-ethane hydrate

1.5035
2.3815
1.7719

bb
10
10
10

4

1.0594
1.1843
1.2228

4
4

10
10
10

4
4
4

cb

Uncertaintyc

0.91673
0.92435
0.91801

3
3
3

a

Both hydrate structures are assumed to have 94% cage occupancy. The ratio of methane to ethane in the sII hydrate is assumed to be 4:1. Temperature
and pressure ranges are given in Tables 1 – 3.
b
Units for a are the units of the property being fit divided by C. Units for b are those of the property being fit divided by MPa. Units for c are those of
the property being fit.
c
Uncertainty is given as a percentage of the property being fit.

hydrate is 0.127 GPa 1 and for sII methane-ethane hydrate
is 0.132 GPa 1.
[62] Applying these results to the measurement conditions used in our experiments and assuming the applied,
uniaxial piston pressure approximates the hydrostatic pressure, P, we obtain density models that are nearly linear in
temperature and pressure and are well approximated by 2-D
planar regression. The planar fit equations are given in
Table A1.
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